Fixing Health Insurance. No, Really.
Curative launched as a new health insurance brand in 2022 with an aim to disrupt the status quo. But would Americans believe that a different kind of healthcare plan was even possible?

US consumers have been worn down and traumatized by health insurance through surprise bills, disappointing services, and the logistical shock of being burned by a deliberately confusing system.

This created a lot of distrust, and our research quickly uncovered a devastating truth:

**The US healthcare system has conditioned people to avoid the care they need, ultimately driving up the cost of care for everyone.**
Despite historically poor care, people were reluctant to try something new, even if they knew the option they were currently using wasn’t working for them.

We needed a positioning that punched through this cloud of skepticism and a campaign that proved Curative is the antidote to a sick health insurance system.

Audiences thought Curative was too good to be true, so our campaign launched the brand with communications that embraced their skepticism and disbelief.

It was a wild success. Campaign metrics blew past awareness and reach goals, and Curative’s sales team embraced an impressive rise in leads and conversions.
In response to the greatest pandemic of our generation, Curative launched in the United States in 2020 and became the nation’s largest COVID-19 testing provider practically overnight.

With drive-throughs, kiosks, and mobile vans, Curative gave over 36 million COVID-19 test results and administered over 2 million vaccinations in its 19k test sites across 40+ states.
During their time solving the nation-wide pandemic response, Curative’s UK-born founders were aghast at how difficult it was to bill and work with US insurance companies. They realized first-hand how broken America’s healthcare system was and set out to change it by becoming a health insurance company that offered a new type of health plan.

In 2022, they launched as a challenger health insurance brand in the Austin, TX market. Curative’s founders were eager and excited to change the status quo — but given the vast trauma the US healthcare system had caused Americans through terrible service and the burden of massive medical debt, they wondered …

**Would people believe that a different kind of healthcare plan was even possible?**
Our task was to create a positioning and launch campaign that could overcome the heavy skepticism and weariness of American consumers and cost-cutting employers in a category where the status quo was unexpected bills, high deductibles, and a deliberately confusing and obscure system.
Curative’s offering is different from the category convention of deductibles, hidden charges and surprise bills.

The brand believes strongly that **when members are better informed, they're better engaged, which leads to better health outcomes for everyone.**

To keep people engaged with their health, **the Curative member experience** starts with a comprehensive baseline health examination. Members who complete it receive no co-pays or deductibles, 24/7 health guidance from a dedicated navigator, and a physical space where they can access a range of health and wellness services.
The pandemic triggered a record wave of investment in new health tech companies. This overwhelmed consumers, stressed them financially, and caused benefits executives to look to cut deals.

The Challenge

Health insurance in America was already a category rife with skepticism, distrust, and disappointment.

Healthcare overall is an increasingly crowded space.

Curative’s promise and offering were refreshingly distinct from those “Goliath” insurance brands that dominate the category. But how could consumers tell that different meant better?

The pandemic triggered a record wave of investment in new health tech companies. This overwhelmed consumers, stressed them financially, and caused benefits executives to look to cut deals.

75% Employees
90% Employers

Agree that healthcare is broken and need fixing.
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Curative’s health plan is employer-based, so our target audience was made up of three groups in the value chain:

**BROKERS**
Insurance intermediaries who can narrow down plan decisions

**EMPLOYERS**
Businesses who buy/sponsor (pay for part of) the plan

**MEMBERS**
Insurable employees who can influence the decision

Typically, for an employer-based health insurance plan, the marketing takes a **B2B2C approach**, with focus on the B2B targets of Brokers and Employers (the buyers and decision makers).

Because we were launching a new brand, **we needed a positioning that would have enough emotional resonance to support the hefty awareness as well as conversion goals**. This led to the inclusion of the B2C target of Members.

Though Members can’t purchase Curative directly, our research showed that **pressure from employees to look for something better like Curative could be just as influential** (if not more) to Employer and Broker targets when it came to consideration and conversion.
We took an ambitious approach to research, surveying and speaking with all three audience groups. Research was fielded in three stages to learn about healthcare perceptions, explore ways to position Curative, and gauge reactions to messaging.

We looked to consumer experiences to find an insight that would guide our approach to positioning, since Employers are choosing plans for their Employees (and their bottom line) and Brokers support them in making that decision.

We soon saw a devastating truth:

The complex, obscure, and clouded nature of the US healthcare system — the very thing that is supposed to ensure their wellness and cure them — conditions people to avoid the care they need.

People feel tired and discouraged from accessing the health system because it is too difficult or costly to do so.
This creates a significant problem:

**Faced with unexpected costs and unpredictable coverage, many people 'check out' – i.e. avoid the system altogether until it’s too late.**

This is terrible for individual patients and drives up the cost of healthcare for Employers and Patients. It’s a cycle of people ignoring problems or avoiding preventative care like mammograms and colonoscopies or early detection of diabetes and heart disease. They wait until something feels so “wrong” that they are forced to deal with it. At this point, it has turned into a more severe and costlier issue.
After putting in the work to make the existing options work as best they can, people are reluctant to try something new, even when the system is failing them.

“It's a sick system that people are scared to break up with because they’re worried that something new will be worse than what they already have.”

― Employee

Source: Agency primary research for Cursive, n=250
A health care plan that actually delivers health

Instead of making cost-of-entry promises about holistic health or platitudes about caring, we challenged the status quo and complacency of the health insurance category, calling on established players to do better.

To overcome the skepticism and distrust of the health care system and to demonstrate that Curative’s plan would remove the barriers standing in their way, we positioned Curative as the commonsense, straightforward option that made it easy for people to engage with their health.
A Shock to the System

Our research identified a significant hurdle that our launch campaign and communications were going to face — when people heard about Curative, their reaction was that it sounded too good to be true.

Instead of glossing over the skepticism of weary customers when they are promised a better alternative and the broken promises that inevitably follow, we launched Curative by acknowledging the category absurdities and leaning right into the shock and dismay people feel when they receive a surprise bill or have a prohibitively high deductible with a large insurance company.

“Sounds like they are claiming to be hassle free, but no insurance company can do that!”
— Employee

Source: Agency primary research for Curative, n=250
No, Really

Our campaign idea “No, Really” celebrated the key aspects of Curative’s plan and played into the audience’s tendency to question if the plan they were reading about from Curative was too good to be true.

Messaging delivered a dose of common sense designed to get people to think about how insurance should be.
For its first market launch, Curative picked Austin, TX, a city known for embracing new innovations and ideas (and for being Curative’s HQ).

Throughout the Fall of 2022, we blanketed the city with:

- Billboards displaying thought-provoking statements that were close to companies we wanted to consider Curative
- Transit with contextual word play
- Banners that got people to question the status quo
By the end of 2022, three months after the launch of the health plan in Austin, Curative had fully pivoted from being a Covid-19 testing company to a revolutionary health insurance provider and signed its first member-company.

Curative’s “No, Really” campaign prompted our target audiences in Austin to stand up and take notice. Exact numbers are proprietary to Curative, but we can share that the campaign:

- Blew past brand awareness and consideration KPIs
- Significantly exceeded digital reach and engagement goals
- Notably increased lead gen, lead quality, conversation rate, and new sales

We also heard great stories from Curative’s sales team, telling us that Brokers were impressed that a challenger health insurance company put in the effort to spread awareness among Members in addition to B2B targets like themselves and Employers.